WALK No 5 – Across horse paddocks and arable land to Eastcourt, a quiet lane to Flisteridge Wood, a
byway via a ford to Cloatley Road and return to church. 5½ mls.
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From the G at the north of WALK No 1 (labelled ‘WALK No 5’), aim 20
yds right of the large house (Rookery Farm House) ahead across the
sheep field to a S.
Through a G past the chicken pen to a further G and then ahead to a
S (caution barbed wire).

[Alternative shortened route (3¾ mls). Pass through the wooden G, then
ahead 50 yds to meet the hedge, turn right to follow it on your left to a
wooden B.
Cross the B and proceed ahead following the hedge and ditch on your
left to a S in the far left corner of the pasture where it narrows to a
point.
Ahead with the ditch on your left to a long wooden B. Go ahead, follow
the brook on your left to a G with a S and a further S.
Ahead to the G and S at the far end of the pasture. After 200 yds a gap in
the left hand hedge takes you over a B from where you can take the
alternative route back to the church described in Walk No 4.
Or otherwise do not cross the B but continue ahead to a G at the end of
this field then diagonally left across the next pasture, sometimes with
sheep in it, to the G where you started this walk].

Proceed across the horse paddock, divided by electric fencing, to a
wooden B.
Cross the arable field, heading slightly right of the line of the B you
have just crossed, to a wooden B and then a S.
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Turn sharp right to a large solitary oak, then follow the electric fence
across the large pasture to a four-way junction of such fences.
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Cross this and keep to the right of the far electric fence, aiming at a
water trough. Cross the S, pass an old stone S, and a further S to a
paddock.
Follow the right side hedge towards the large houses. Cross the S in
the far right corner of the paddock and proceed along the narrow FP
to emerge onto the Eastcourt-Hankerton lane.
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Continue from Braydon Brook Farm uphill to Flisteridge Wood, which the
lane you are on passes through.
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As you approach the wood, there are distant views on your right to
Bullock’s Horn. 600 yds into the wood take the broad grey gravel track (a
byway) on your right 40 yds before the entrance to Hunters Lodge.

Turn right to the crossroads and right again towards Minety. Ahead
of you on the skyline is Flisteridge Wood.
Continue past Eastcourt House and the grotesque Pill Bridge to a
gravel drive on your left (Braydon Brook Farm and Barn), 30 yds after
which is a wooden G on your right.
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Go downhill, cross the F and climb back to Cloatley Road (the HankertonMinety lane) and turn right.
Follow the lane to the car park for Cloatley Meadows, and then use Walk
No 4 to return to the church from here.
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